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Here we reveal some of the highlights from The State of Technology 
in Education 2019/20 Report—our biggest yet, featuring feedback 

from over 2,000 educators across the UK and Ireland. 

This is just a small overview of the trends our survey revealed. If these snippets pique your 

interest, remember to check out the full report for even more insights—including candid 

comments from teachers, IT managers and senior leaders, plus impactful visualisations that 

really bring the numbers to life.



WORKLOAD AND WELLBEING
Workload is the biggest threat to retention. 

SCHOOLS’ STRATEGIC GOALS
Increased focus on tech, but less confidence in 

wider strategic vision.
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Almost 40% of senior leaders want to improve school collaboration with 

technology, yet fewer respondents believe their school has a clearer 

strategic vision than last year.

The majority of teachers believe long hours and high workload 

are contributing to workplace stress, but almost 15% fewer 

SMT members agree.

TE ACHERS:  81%

SMT:  66%



STAFF TRAINING
Teachers want more budget spent on training, 

and more time to complete it.

There has been a significant drop in the number of teachers 

receiving adequate edtech training and support. Most 

respondents cite budget as the primary culprit.

BUDGETS
Educators want more money for edtech.

Even though tech is now the fourth-highest spending priority, more 

respondents say there still isn’t enough budget assigned to it. 
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THE FUTURE OF TECH IN 
EDUCATION

Cloud-based lesson planning leads the pack.

Twice as many respondents as last year say tech is a major factor 

impacting education, with cloud-based lesson planning and delivery 

tools expected to see the biggest growth.

SCHOOLS’ USE OF TECH
Edtech helps educators 

do their job.

Almost all educators now believe that tech should be present in 

education because it is so integral to everyday life, up from 50% last year. 

The majority also agrees that edtech enables them to do a better job.
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HUNGRY FOR MORE?
These stats are just a snapshot. Find out what’s behind these and other 

trends in The State of Technology in Education 2019/20 report.

View the report
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